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I. THE TRIBUNAL HAS JURSIDICTION UNDER CHAPTER 9 OF THE CEPTA.

A. The Claimant is an enterprise that is constituted under the laws of Bonooru and has
substantial business activities in the territory of Bonooru.

1. The Claimant was constituted under the laws of Bonooru.

2. The Claimant, in its activities as an investor, performs business activities rather
than government functions.1

a. Under the Broches standard2, the Claimant is not acting as a Bonooru
government agent or performing essential government functions.

b. Under Draft State Responsibility Art.53, the Claimant is bidding for
commercial profit rather than exerting governmental authority.

c. Under Draft State Responsibility Art.84, the Claimant operates as a private
enterprise after the privatization of Bonooru, with the board of directors as
direct leaders, not linked to state actions.

3. The Respondent has no conclusive evidence of a direct link between the Claimant
and the government of his home country.

a. The privatization process of Bonooru Airlines was completed as far back
as December 19, 1984.

b. Leadership transition, corruption index, etc. are only speculations by the
respondent, and there is no solid evidence of a link between the Claimant
and the government.

4. Even if the Claimant is a state-owned enterprise, it remains a party to the
investment arbitration.

a. ICSID Convention Art.255 and CEPTA Art.9 never explicitly exclude
State-owned enterprises.

b. Many arbitration awards held that even if a State-owned enterprise can be a
party to an investment arbitration.

c. The determination that SOEs have eligible investor status is more in line
with the current international situation.

(1) ICSID tends to be more aggressive in expanding its own
jurisdiction in a general international situation where the number
of state-owned enterprises is increasing.

(2) Similar provisions recognizing state-owned enterprises as

1 International Law Commission, Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts
with Commentaries, 2001.
2 Aron Broches, Selected Essays, World Bank, ICSID, and Other Subjects of Public and Private International Law, Martinus
Nijhoff Publishers, 1995.
3 Draft State Responsibility. Art.5, “Acts of persons or entities exercising elements of governmental authority under
delegated authority are recognized as state acts.”
4 Draft State Responsibility. Art.5, “Acts directed by the State or under the direction or control of the State will be
regarded as acts of the State.”
5 ICSID Convention Art.25, “Any juridical person which had the nationality of a Contracting State other than
the State party to the dispute on the date on which the parties consented to submit such dispute to conciliation or
arbitration.”



investors are also found in international treaties such as the United
States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) and the Trans-
Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP).

B. The Claimant was directly owned or controlled by a natural person on the date of
submission of the arbitration award.

1. The Claimant is is the successor to BA Holdings, an arms-length enterprise.

2. The Claimant's private shareholding at the time of the arbitration filing was about
three times that of the government's.

3. The Claimant's business activities were conducted in a national capacity before
filing for arbitration.

a. The Claimant makes a profit by bidding to sustain the company.

b. Any business activities of the Claimant are not subject to any pressure or
other political influence from Bonooru.

4. The Claimant does not conform to the characteristics of State-owned enterprises.

C. Under ICSID Convention Art.25, the Claimant remains a party to the investment
arbitration .

1. According to CEPTA Art. 9.17, the jurisdiction of the tribunal still needs to be
determined in accordance with ICSID Convention Art. 25.

2. The Claimant has the nationality of the Contracting State-Bonooru.

3. The Claimant has juridical person status on the date on which the parties
consented to submit such dispute to conciliation or arbitration.

II. TRIBUNAL SHOULD GRANT THE LEAVE SOUGHT FOR FILING CONSORTIUM
OF BONOORU FOREIGN INVESTMENT’S SUBMISSION AND SHOULD NOT
GRANT THE LEAVE SOUGHT FOR FILING EXTERNAL ADVISORS’
SUBMISSION.

A. Should grant the leave sough for filing the Consortium of Bonooru Foreign
Investment’s (CBFI) submission.

1. This applicant fulfills the three things mentioned in Article 41 of ICSID
Additional Facility Rules which the tribunal must consider.

a. The CBFI is able to bring a perspective, particular knowledge or insight
assisting the tribunal solve the dispute.

b. CBFI’s submissions intends to address the matter of uncertainty of the
investment provision which is a core part of this dispute.

c. The award of the arbitration will affect the investment right of investors in
Mekar including thirty-eight members of CBFI.

2. This applicant fulfills other things6 the tribunal shall consider.

a. Being an industry association, CBFI is a qualified subject of Amici.

b. Even the Lapras Legal Capital is an advisor of the Claimant, it only offers

6 CIETAC Arbitration Rules, SIAC Rules, SCC Rules.



business suggestions instead of legal suggestions and it does not sign in this
submission so Amici stillremains independent and neutral.

c. CBFI stands for the public interest of the Bonoori people’s mobility.

B. Should not grant the leave sought for filing the external advisors’ submission.

1. Amici fails to fulfill the things mentioned in Article 41 of ICSID Additional
Facility Rules which the tribunal must consider.

a. Amici only has general interest instead of significant interest in this dispute.

b. Amici raises a new matter beyond the scope of the dispute.

c. The Amici’s position is totally the same as the Respondent hindering it
offers different prospective, insight and knowledge to assist the tribunal solve
the dispute.

2. This applicant fails to fulfill the other things7 the tribunal shall consider.

a. Amici is not independent and neutral in this case as having close link to the
Committee on Reform on Public Utilities which is a governmental
organization of Mekar.

b. Amici does not stand for any public interest in this dispute.
Ⅲ. THE RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED ARTICLE 9.9 OF CEPTA, WHICH IS
CONTRARY TO FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT AND FULL PROTECTION
AND SECURITY.

Intro: Pursuant to international law and Article 9.9(1) of CEPTA, the Respondent bears the
obligation of fair and equitable treatment (FET) and full protection and security (FPS), which
are two significant principles gaining particular prominence among international investment
agreements (IIAs), to the investors. Furthermore, the Respondent's acts should be consistent
to the legislative purpose of CEPTA and fit for the Respondent’s public interests.

A. The Respondent's acts fundamentally breach due process in judicial and
administrative proceedings under article 9.9(2)(b) of CEPTA.

1. Bribing arbitrator in an arbitration is a violation of due process in judicial
proceedings.

2. Enforcement of the arbitration award which was set aside violate ICSID
Convention.

3. Failed to disclose majority of policies and decisions related to the Claimant's
interests breached the transparency.

B. The Respondent's acts should be determined as arbitrary or discriminatory conducts
pursuant to article 9.9(2)(c) of CEPTA.

1. Dismiss the Claimant's application for subsidies pursuant to Executive Order
without reasonable ground.

2. Neglecting the Claimant's interests, reject to lift the airfare caps in the state of
emergency.

3. Overacting to the relationship between the Claimant and Moon Alliance.

7 Ibid.

https://mubu.com/doc3hdVyos8K00


Ⅳ. The Claimant should receive compensation from the Respondent corresponding to the
"fair market value" standard.

A. Under principles of international law and CEPTA, the Claimant has a compensation
claim on the Respondent.

1. The Respondent bears an obligation of compensation corresponding to Article
9.11 of CEPTA.

2. The claimant suffered great losses owing to the Respondent's acts in its territory.

B. The compensation should be determined corresponding to the "fair market value"
standard of the Claimant's investment.

1. The Claimant owes compensation corresponding to "fair market value" which is a
global acceptable standard.

2. Even the "market value" standard is applied, the unique value of the investment to
the Claimant should be considered.


